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Researchers using videotape as a primary means of data collection need flexible yet easy-to-use
procedures and equipment for the time-consuming task of coding and analysis. The VTLOGANL pro
gram (for VideoTape LOGgingANaLysis) slaves a video deck to the computer system, allowing the
researcher to code, in real time, video-recorded events of either a pulsed or duration nature. VTLOG
ANL's innovative database design frees the researcher to define up to 9,999 different codewords for
each project, organizing any combination of up to 30 of those codewords for each elapsed second of
logging time. Reporting features, including data export and import, allow the researcher to examine
quickly questions of codeword frequency, event duration, sequencing, and overlap, according to the
requirements of the research design.

Behavioral researchers employ a wide variety of re
search methodologies to gather and analyze data. To
varying degrees, researchers observe their subjects, con
duct interviews and surveys, collect and analyze physical
evidence, examine patterns of physical erosion, and in
teract with their subjects in real situations. Numerous
manual paper-and-pencil data techniques have been de
veloped and refined over the years to help researchers
systematize the often enormous task ofdata recording and
analysis. The advent of computers, along with low-cost
and easy-to-operate audio-only and audio-video record
ing equipment, has added to the available repertoire of
methodologies. Inmany cases the new technology is used
with existing methodologies, rather than exploiting the
potential richness technology can provide. Such has been
the case with data collection using video recording. The
VTLOGANL (for VideoTape LOGging ANaLysis) de
velopment project, described in this article, refined a
methodology and developed a computer software tool
that can be used to apply systematic traditions while en
gaging all the flexibility, ease of use, and speed that
modern technology can offer.

Data-Gathering Methodologies
One of the least expensive and easy-to-implement

methods of collecting data in the field is the taking of
written notes with paper and pencil. Gardner, Clements,
and Rodriquez (1982) noted that the observer can be
writing ofone event while simultaneously being aware of
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another, holding the latter event memory until the current
writing is accomplished. Neal (1989) found, however,
that notetaking relies on a consistent application of ob
server attention to task and detail as well as the ability to
accurately recall dialogue and events that may be happen
ing faster than one's ability to write. This often results in
a reduction in recorded data and more inaccuracies in the
data that are recorded.

Audio recordings improve on notetaking, capturing
exact words that can be later transcribed and analyzed.
Analysis ofthe audio record can reveal nuances ofspeech
patterns, dialect, and intonation that often subtly shade
the meaning of spoken words. Higher levels of back
ground noise, the inability to place microphones near
enough to the speakers for adequate sound reproduction,
multiple and/or simultaneous speakers, and the signifi
cance of gestures and other physical behavior, however,
reduce the effectiveness ofaudio recording as a research
tool. Inaddition, Kieren and Munro (1985) found that non
stenographers can take up to 212 h to transcribe 10 min
of audiotape (p. 13).

Video recordings provide researchers both auditory
and visual information, freeing them to engage more
fully in an interview or interaction with subjects. Further,
written field notes can be oriented toward the interpreta
tion of the activity rather than its verbatim reproduction.
Video also allows researchers unlimited opportunities to
revisit and reexamine the observed situation. Events can
be timed, accurate transcripts of speech written, settings
and movement drawn and described, and hypotheses
tested against a framework of reexaminable data.

The large quantity of information that can be extracted
from video creates a problem, however, for social science
researchers. Data overload is intensified by video because
so much more detail of the event is preserved and avail
able for analysis. Although this heightened level ofdetail
can lead to better understanding, the sheer volume of
available information can overwhelm even the most prac-
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ticed analyst (Knapp & Harrison, 1972). As Carter and
Anderson (1989) noted, researchers must determine that
video is the appropriate technique for collecting the type
ofdata required for investigating the question(s) at hand
before they begin collecting data.

Analyzing Video as Text
Two techniques have emerged for analyzing video

recorded data: creating a verbatim transcript of spoken
language, which often includes a descriptive narration of
actions, settings, and activities; and creating a code list
ofwords or short phrases representing a conceptual inter
pretation of verbal exchanges and visual observations.
Our review ofthe research literature reveals that many re
searchers who use video for original data collection first
transcribe the videotape and then analyze the resulting
transcript using textual analytical processes (e.g., Barba
& Rubba, 1992; Lo, Wheatley, & Smith, 1991; Scarsel
letta, 1987; Schotsberger, 1993). Other researchers use
some form ofconcept coding to analyze their videotapes
(e.g., Packer & Richardson, 1989; Stallings & Giesen,
1977; Tait, 1993). The reexpression of audio and video
data into written text for classification and analysis is fa
miliar, and therefore compelling. The analysis of text
derived from a video record, however, entails the risk of
disregarding the complex interrelatedness ofwords and ac
tions, expression and activity (Knapp & Harrison, 1972).

Analyzing Video as Video
Since the advent of videotape technology, researchers

have sought means of avoiding this discarding of useful
information by performing their analyses directly from
the videotape. Early researchers were hampered by overly
complicated and costly video equipment not designed
for this task, as well as the lack of a coherent methodol
ogy for categorization and review. In the past few years,
though, several systematic methods have emerged as po
tential ways to conduct an analysis of video data.

Videologger, a software package described and devel
oped by Krauss, Morrel-Samuels, and Hochberg (1988),
provided the user with a way to document specific, pre
ordained events having multiple durations. Videologger
used one of the audio tracks available on a videotape as
a marker, creating an audio notation when the videogra
pher pushed a button on the camcorder indicating that a
desired event was beginning and ending. EVA, developed
by Mckay (1989), allowed for annotation of the video
taped data as they are collected in the field. EVA could
also be used to find tags created by the researcher, then
to transcribe the audio track, and finally to view the video
with the transcription running at the same time. Ro
schelle and Goldman (1991) developed VideoNoter, a
tool that links the video record with transcripts, codes,
annotations, and other secondary records of data. They
described their tool as a system of progressive refine
ments, enabling the researcher to focus in on the most in
teresting or applicable parts of the data. CVideo, avail
able since 1992 (1. Roschelle, personal communication,
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November 22,1994), provides computerized VCR con
trols that support general-purpose notetaking into word
processing files. The latest version (since October 1993)
provides VCR control services to virtually any Apple
program, allowing users to link the VCR with other word
processing, spreadsheet, or database software application.

Currently available software packages can be classi
fied according to several different criteria, including (I) re
quired computer and/or video hardware; (2) types ofdata
management services provided (data entry, change, dele
tion, import and export, and reporting); (3) the kinds of
coding allowed (varying from unlimited amounts offree
format text to limited numbers of fixed-expression code
numbers or words); (4) the types of events that can be
easily coded (from events having short, finite durations
to longer, open-ended duration events, and from events
that are coded whenever they occur to events coded only
at certain intervals and/or only for a set period); and (5) the
capacity and speed of the database (the number of dif
ferent codes that can be entered, the total number ofevents
and/or duration that can be coded, and the speed of the
database engine in retrieving previously coded data). Some
packages require specialized hardware to connect the
video deck to the computer or special hardware on the
computer to display the data. Others, like CVideo, focus
primarily on providing VCR control services, leaving
the user free to choose the data management software
(word processor, spreadsheet, or database) appropriate to
their needs. Many of the packages are available only on
the Apple computer platform, leaving MS-DOS/Win
dows users with fewer alternatives.

Those packages that integrate the VCR control and
database services into one program tended to provide ei
ther free-format data (where the user can type any length
or content of notes desired) or flat-file data (where the
user has to limit coding to a fixed number of predeter
mined codes). Free-format data files provide the user
ultimate flexibility in coding, but they involve increased
data storage requirements and decreased data retrieval
speed. Flat-file technologies reduce storage needs and
increase the speed of access but restrict the user to a fi
nite list of allowable codes. Using criteria such as those
we have described allows potential users to view each
program's particular requirements as a benefit or a re
striction, depending on the specific research project and
its coding needs.

The Technological Innovations in Educational Research
(TIER) laboratory engages in a number of research pro
jects aimed at improving the use of technology in edu
cation and educational research. Many of these projects
have been using video as one means of data collection,
employing varying methods for understanding the events
recorded on the videotape. An increasing number and in
tensity of these projects led us to consider computer
assisted means for data coding and analysis. Our situation
required us to make use of MS-DOS/Windows compat
ible computers and the video camcorders and VCRs avail
able at our university. These research projects involved



The current version ofVTLOGANL (Version 2.81) is
designed to be used on an MS-DOS (Version 6 or higher)
computer system. The minimum hardware requirements
include a 386/25-SX (or faster) processor, at least 3 Mb
of memory (with at least 2 Mb configurable as expanded
memory), at least 3.5 Mb of hard disk space (approxi
mately 1.5 Mb for the program and supporting files and
the remainder for data and work files), an EGA (or VGA)
color (or monochrome) monitor, and a serial port (COM1
or COM2) for communicating with the video deck. A
mouse is supported but is not required. VTLOGANL can
control selected video tape decks through the standard
RS-232 serial port on the computer. To date, the TIER
lab has tested and used the Panasonic AG-1960/RS and
the Panasonic AG-5700 video decks.' With the appropri
ate communication cable, VTLOGANL can also inter
face with video camcorders and VCRs using the SONY
Control-L (or LANC) communications protocols.? This
option is not as fully developed as are the Panasonic inter
faces, however,and may not work correctly with all equip
ment or under all circumstances.

VTLOGANL Terminology
Four basic data elements are defined within the

VTLOGANL system: project, tape, codeword, and logged
event. VTLOGANL creates a separate data file for each
and every project defined. The name of the project data
file, in addition to a longer project description, help to
identity the project and keep it separate from other project
files. The number ofprojects a researcher can create is lim
ited only by the amount of disk storage available on the
computer system. All of the information about the project,
including defined tapes and logged events, is stored in this
single data file, allowing for easy backup and file transfer.

Before doing any logging of recorded events, the re
searcher must define the videotape to be logged to VT
LOGANL. Each reel of videotape is given a unique tape
number (1-999). Descriptive information about the
events recorded on that videotape can be stored as part
of the tape descriptor (see Table 1 for individual data
field information). VTLOGANL also requires the re
searcher to declare the events to be coded on each tape
as eitherfree events orfixed events. A free events tape al
lows events to be coded starting from any time index and
ending at any time index on the tape. Occasionally a re-
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numerous interacting variables of interest, requiring what
ever analytical tool we used to be able to handle a large
number of potential codes in many different combina
tions. Our requirements also called for this tool to pro
vide the computer-VCR interface and control; quick
database services, including the ability to easily change
previously coded events; basic reporting capabilities, in
cluding the ability to easily transfer data to and from
other programs that might be used for further analyses;
and, because of the limited number of VCRs available,
the ability to simulate a VCR on another computer for off
line data examination. Unfortunately, none of the avail
able software packages provided this combination of
features and flexibility in function. Therefore, in 1992
we undertook a development effort to address these
needs and create a research tool that would be of use in
our laboratory's video research.

THE VTLOGANL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

We began with the premise that transcript and written
description are, in many studies, an unnecessary com
plication of the analytical process. Although the written
word remains necessary for communicating the results
ofresearch, the process oftransforming sights and sounds
into text and then analyzing the text for conceptual in
sight is both time-consuming and subject to inaccuracy.

Wealso accepted a hierarchical schema for describing
the kinds of events to be coded. At the bottom of this
structure is the pulsed event, where only the simple oc
currence of a behavior or expression is of interest. The
researcher may be studying when these events occur,
how much time elapses between events, and the ordering
and/or simultaneity ofdifferent events under study. Next
is the duration event, when the lifespan of an event, in
cluding its time oforigin and completion, is under obser
vation. Inaddition to the kinds ofanalyses done on pulsed
events, studies of duration events should allow for the
computing of basic descriptive and relational statistics
concerning the span of the event, the interval between
events, and event overlap and periodicity. At the top of
the hierarchy is the intensity event, where some quality of
the event is dynamically measured and recorded. Inten
sity studies seek understanding of the degree of expres
sion in addition to its duration.

The VTLOGANL project has been developed using a
staged strategy. In the first stage of development (Ver
sion I), VTLOGANL employed a very rudimentary com
puter control of the video deck to provide basic pulsed
event coding and analysis. In Stage 2 of development,
the interface between the computer and the video deck
was refined, a more flexible data system was introduced,
and the capacity for coding duration events was added.
The Stage 3 effort (currently under way) is focusing on
implementing a strategy for coding and analyzing inten
sity events employing the principles of fuzzy logic
(Kosko, 1993; Manton, Woodbury, & Tolley, 1994) for a
nonboo1ean type of data analysis.

Field Name

Number
Description
Duration
Period
Scene Date
Scene Time
Scene By
Scene Start
Scene Stop
Scene Note

Table 1
Tape Descriptor Fields

Description

A unique number for each reel, from I to 999
A short description of what is recorded on that reel
ofor "free-coded" tapes, set duration for "fixed-coded"
ofor "free-coded" tapes, set period for "fixed-coded"
The date the scene was taped
The time of day the scene was taped
Initials of the person doing the videotaping
The time index on the tape of the start of this scene
The time index on the tape of the end of this scene
A short description of what is recorded in this scene



search design calls for observing for only a certain amount
of time every so many periods. Fixed event tapes allow
the researcher to declare the span of coding interval and
its period (for example, observing 30 sec every 5 min).
VTLOGANL can force logged codes in a fixed-event
tape to adhere to the interval and period defined for the
fixed-period observations.

Within each tape, information is expressed through
the use of codewords. A codeword is an eight-character
(maximum) shorthand for the conceptual meaning at
tached to a particular event observed and/or heard on a
videotape record. VTLOGANL allows a maximum of
9,999 codewords in any single project file (see Table 2
for individual data field information). In addition to the
codeword name and description, the researcher can des
ignate a default duration of each codeword when that
codeword is applied to an observed event. A duration of
00:00:0 I (I sec), the shortest period of time that can be
logged, describes a codeword representing a pulsed
event. Duration events, on the other hand, can have ei
ther a specified duration of any fixed amount of time
(according to the research design) or a duration of
00:00:00 (0 sec). VTLOGANL interprets a O-sec dura
tion codeword as one for which the researcher will man
ually indicate a starting and stopping time each time the
codeword is used. Direct support for intensity events is
not possible in the current version of VTLOGANL, al
though the researcher can simulate intensity coding by
creating discrete codewords for certain predetermined
levels along an intensity continuum (e.g., having differ
ent codewords for a 10% saturation, 20%, 30%, and so
on). By using the same slot for each ofthe different code
words (the slot is the physical location ofa codeword on
the logging screen), the user can ensure that only one of
the pseudointensity codewords will be assigned to an
eventat each moment in time. In addition, an outline num
ber may be given to each codeword. The outline number
is useful for organizing the presentation of codewords
according to a larger, thematic structure. This is a nec
essary part ofthe process ofreconceptualizing and code
word hierarchy construction when developing meaning
in a qualitative interpretation application.

Before logging any videotaped events, the researcher
may elect to speed the process ofcodeword identification
by assigning certain codewords to quick keys. A quick
key is a two-key combination (e.g., the <ALT> key and
a character key) that serves as a shorthand for the desired
codewords. VTLOGANL allows the researcher to assign
up to 45 different codewords to quick keys.

Field Name

Codeword
Outline No.
Description
Default Time
Default Slot

Table 2
Codeword Descriptor Fields

Description

An eight-character alphanumeric, 9.999 maximum
A six-digit value, used to organize codewords
A short description of the meaning of the codeword
oif unlimited, I (sec) for pulsed or other events
From I to 30, representing the logging screen location
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Events are logged through a graphical logging screen.
This screen may be accessed in either actual mode (with
a VCR slaved to the computer system) or in virtual mode
(with the computer system's internal clock simulating
VCR playback). The bottom portion of the logging win
dow presents the researcher with graphic controls (ac
cessed through either the computer's mouse or selected
function keys) for controlling the operation ofeither the
actual or virtual VCR. When VTLOGANL is used in ac
tual mode, the program queries the VCR up to 30 times
each second, reporting the actual VCR status and current
time position back to the program and user. In virtual
mode, VTLOGANL provides all ofthe same logging and
editing functions, including controls for the (simulated)
VCR. This allows data queries and changes to take place
on another computer system-a useful feature when
VCR equipment is at a premium!

VTLOGANL uses neither a flat-file nor a free-format
database design; rather, codewords and the coded events
are maintained in an innovative multiply indexed dy
namic data file. VTLOGANL users may attach (log) up
to 30 different codewords, from the maximum of9,999
codewords that can be defined in a single project, to each
elapsed second of tape time. It is conceivable, although
impractical in most real cases, for each second to have a
completely different set ofcodewords. However, even in
the worst case scenario (where the maximum of 9,999
codewords is defined and all 30 logged codewords are
changing every second), VTLOGANL's database imple
mentation allows it to maintain codeword retrieval and
display synchronous with realtime VCR playback!

The user organizes these multiple and potentially
changing combinations ofcodewords by displaying each
logged codeword in a particular slot on the logging win
dow along with the starting and stopping time ofthat code
word's current duration. During logging, VTLOGANL
will place new codewords in the first available slot, or
the researcher can designate certain codewords to ap
pear only in certain slot locations. In this way the logging
screen can be ordered with codewords grouped accord
ing to the major themes being logged.

An Example
The following example, constructed from actual stud

ies conducted in the TIER lab, illustrates the power of
VTLOGANL in the coding of video records. In this ex
ample, a researcher is helping a new teacher to under
stand his activities while in front of his class. The re
searcher and the teacher have previously agreed that
three aspects of the teacher's behavior would be of initial
importance: speech (including talking and listening),
movement around the classroom, and physical activity
(such as touching or gesturing). It was further decided
that how long (both total and on average) the teacher
tended to spend in each of the different kinds of speech
and movement activities would be of interest, whereas
only the number of times each physical activity took
place (not the duration of the activity) was important. An
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initial set ofnine codewords-four pulsed (for the differ
ent kinds of physical activity) and five duration (for the
speech and movement)-were developed, with the under
standing that new codewords might be added, or existing
codewords refined, as events were observed and catego
rized. A project file (named CLASSOBS.VTL) was cre
ated and the initial set ofnine codewords entered into the
database prior to coding. Table 3 illustrates a VTLOGANL
report of the initial codewords, including their outline
numbers, descriptions, durations, and their preassigned
slot locations.

Codeword

LISTEN
QUESTION
TALKING
STAND
WALK
GESTURES
OBJECT
POINTS
TOUCHES

Table 3
Codeword List Report

Outline Description

100 Teacher is listening
100 Teacher is questioning
100 Teacher is talking
200 Teacher is standing still
200 Teacher is walking
300 Teacher gestures to an object
300 Teacher touches an object
300 Teacher points to a student
300 Teacher touches a student

Duration Slot

1
1
1

11
11
21
21
21
21

The videotape of this teacher was then reviewed and
coded. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the logging screen at
I min, 25 sec into the tape. At this point, the teacher has
been observed to be talking to the class, walking around
the room, and pointing to a student. The duration of the
talking and walking events can be clearly seen (the point
ing event, being a pulsed event, has a duration of only
1 sec). The placement of each codeword into groups ac
cording to slot location (speech events in Slot 1, move
ment events in Slot 11, and physical activity events in
Slot 21) further helps the researcher to thematically or
ganize the coding task during video review. As more
codewords are developed, they can be added dynamically
during the logging session without the need to exit and
then reenter the logging task. For example, the topic of
the teacher's speech was not initially thought to be impor
tant, but it can be easily added later by merely reviewing
the tape, creating new codewords, and assigning these
codewords to specific event times on the tape. Such new
codewords would not have to replace the previously
coded entries but instead could be assigned to new slot lo
cations (in this case, perhaps to Slot 2, directly under
neath the more general speech codeword slot on the log
ging screen).

[UTLOGAtlLJ Co_nd:{. } {CLASSOBS}
Tape a1

Description: Classroom obseruation 11 - Sep 10th Free coding

<SHIFT> (Slots 1 - 10) <CTRL> (Slots 11 - 20) <ALT> (Slots 21 - 38)

Fl TALKING 19G - 202 UALK 114 - 137 POINTS 124 - 125

F2

F3

F4

F5

FG

F7

Fa

F9

F19

<F> Key: <1> <2> <3> <4> <91'19> <5> <G> <7> <8> Uirtual

<:J <J <J <J II c- [> k> D I
Pause : 1:25

Figure 1. The VTLOGANL logging screen. Logging commands are entered in the upper left-hand por
tion ofthe screen, with description information about the tape being logged immediately below and to the
right Logged codewords, along with their starting and ending times, are displayed in the slots numbered
1-30. Open duration codes may be ended by the user by touching the <SHIFT>, <CTRL>, or <ALT> key
and the appropriate function key «FI> through <FlO» corresponding to that slot. Video deck control but
tons are along the bottom row, and may be accessed either through the mouse pointer or by the appropri
ate function key. Deck status is displayed in words on the bottom left, and tape index time is displayed on the
bottom right. Also along the bottom right is an indicator of whether VTLOGANL is operating in "Actual"
(real tape deck connected) or "Virtual" (simulated tape deck) mode.



Features Summary
VTLOGANL Version 2.81 is an MS-DOS based, menu

driven program using both keyboard and, if desired,
mouse inputs. Researchers with limited computer expe
rience will find the VTLOGANL interface quick to learn
and easy to master. VTLOGANL works with both rela
tively inexpensive yet accurate "pro-sumer" camcorders
and VCRs without the need for special equipment, in
terfaces, or the sacrifice of one (or more) audio tracks.
VTLOGANL's database design allows researchers to
enter and display, in realtime, up to 30 different code
words (drawn from a pool of up to 9,999) for each sec
ond of elapsed tape time. Codewords can be represented
as either pulsed or duration events, or can simulate in
tensity events. Further, users can elect to freely enter
codewords whenever events are observed or to maintain
fixed observation periods and intervals.

By using the computer system's internal clock to sim
ulate a VCR (when in virtual mode), researchers can re
visit the logging task without needing to run a real VCR.
This feature permits an off-line examination of logged
events and allows multiple researchers to work on dif
ferent aspects of the same project simultaneously when
video equipment is limited but a second computer sys
tem is available.

VTLOGANL allows for the printed reporting ofall data
elements in the project file. Codewords can be reported
in either alphabetical or outline number order, and sev
eral options exist for aggregating and reporting logged
events (including the calculation ofbasic descriptive sta
tistics). All elements can also be selected to report to an
ASCII text file for those researchers desiring to move data
into another software package for a more detailed or sta
tistically intensive analysis or to combine VTLOGANL
data with data from other sources. VTLOGANL can also
automatically select segments ofvideo previously identi
fied by the researcher as exemplars and then produce an
instruction file (called an EDL) to computer-controlled
video editing equipment to copy these segments to dupli
cate tapes. This feature is invaluable to researchers who
have access to computer-controlled video editing equip
ment when they are preparing a video presentation using
selected cuts from raw data.

The automatic renaming and collapsing of multiple
codewords into one codeword is a critical feature for re
searchers using VTLOGANL in a grounded theory anal
ysis. This capability can be used to rename codewords
that might have originally been given confusing labels.
Several different codewords can also be collapsed into a
single codeword when duplicate or overlapping mean
ings are discovered. Using each codeword's outline num
ber, together with outline-ordered printed reports, helps
researchers develop patterns and structures ofcodewords
that can be used to identify these irregularities.

Finally, VTLOGANL is flexible enough to allow sev
eral researchers to work on the same project's videotapes
within the same data file. Researchers may elect to share
the same codewords while independently coding the
same physical tapes, or may develop their own codeword
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structures for independent coding. VTLOGANL can
then report these codings separately or in combination,
allowing for a quick comparison of interrater reliability
and coding structure.

CONCLUSION

VTLOGANL has already been instrumental to the im
plementation ofseveral research efforts, including Project
Homeroom and Project FIRST (Hecht, Dwyer, Roberts,
Schoon, & Fansler, 1994; Hecht, Roberts, Dwyer,
Schoon, & Fansler, 1994). The VTLOGANL method is
also gaining wider use as it is disseminated at regional
and national meetings (Hecht, Roberts, Dwyer, &
Schoon, 1994; Roberts, Hecht, Dwyer, & Schoon, 1993).

Further development is continuing on the VTLOGANL
project, with current work focusing on adding the capac
ity for coding intensity events as part ofthe Stage 3 design
effort. In addition to traditional boolean logic queries,
VTLOGANL is being developed to include an analytical
system of multivalued logics that would be more applic
able to understanding intensity-coded events. Although
the application of fuzzy logic, as it is more commonly
known, has become well known in the areas of process
control and manufacturing, it has been somewhat slower
to gain widespread use in the social sciences (Wang, 1983;
Wang & Chang, 1980). An increasing number ofstudies,
however, validate the utility of reasoning through a sys
tem of multivalued logics in economics, psychology, so
ciology, and education (Kay & McDaniel, 1978; Oden,
1977; Pfeilsticker; 1981; Zimmerman, 1985). We feel
that this continued development is important, since the
use ofvideotape will remain somewhat suspect until more
systematic, refined, and tested methods are in use by the
research community.

Availability
A free copy of the VTLOGANL software may be ob

tained by either sending an MS-DOS formatted, high
density diskette and SASE to the authors, or by elec
tronic file transfer (anonymous FTP) through the Inter
net from the tierlab\vtloganl directory at the ftp.iLstu.
edu computer system.
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NOTES

1. The Panasonic AG-1960/RS is a high-end consumer S-VHS, senal
controllable video deck with a built-in receiver and tuner. It retails for
about $1,300 The Panasomc AG-5700 IS an mdustnal S- VHS, serial
controllable VIdeo deck WIthout a receiver or tuner, retailmg for about
$1,100.

2. Many SONY (and third-party compatible) VIdeo products are de
signed to work with the Control-L (or LANC) interface. A connecting
cable converting Control-L signals to standard RS-232 can be obtamed
for under $100.
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